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Experiments searching for very rare processes such as neutrinoless double-beta decay require a 
detailed understanding of all sources of background. Signals from radioactive impurities present 
in construction and detector materials can be suppressed using a number of well-understood tech
niques. Background from in-situ cosmogenic interactions can be reduced by siting an experiment 
deep underground. However, the next generation of such experiments have unprecedented sensi
tivity goals of 1028 years half-life with background rates of lCPBcts/(keV kg yr) in the region of 
interest. To achieve these goals, the remaining cosmogenic background must be well understood. In 
the work presented here, MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR data is used to search for decay signatures 
of meta-stable germanium isotopes. Contributions to the region of interest in energy and time are 
estimated using simulations, and compared to DEMONSTRATOR data. Correlated time-delayed sig
nals are used to identify decay signatures of isotopes produced in the germanium detectors. A good 
agreement between expected and measured rate is found and different simulation frameworks are 
used to estimate the uncertainties of the predictions. The simulation campaign is then extended to 
characterize the background for the LEGEND experiment, a proposed tonne-scale effort searching 
for neutrinoless double-beta decay in ' ®Ge.
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Park, CA 94025, USA
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of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interactions with cosmogenic particles are an impor
tant source of background for rare event searches such 
as dark matter [1-4], neutrino oscillations [5], or neutri
noless double-beta decay (Oz//3/3) [6-8]. Therefore, these 
experiments are usually sited in laboratories deep under
ground to reduce the cosmic ray flux. However, even 
after a reduction by orders of magnitude, the remaining 
flux can be a problem for the next generation of under
ground experiments. The first few hundred feet of rock 
overburden will completely absorb many types of cos
mic rays, but high-energy muons can penetrate several 
thousand feet of rock. Muons with kinetic energies up 
into the TeV range can interact with rock or the experi
mental apparatus and create large numbers of secondary 
particles. These particle showers often have an electro
magnetic component which includes photons, and can 
also have a hadronic component which includes protons 
or neutrons [9-13].

One such deep underground rare event search is 
the Majorana Demonstrator (MJD) [14-16], This 
0v/3/3 experiment is located at the 4850-ft level of the 
Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) [17] in 
Lead, South Dakota. At such depths, the muon flux is 
reduced by orders of magnitude relative to the surface. A 
recent measurement found (5.31 ± 0.16) x 1(U9 p cnr2 
s~4 [18] for the total muon flux. Because of the low- 
background nature of these experiments, complementary 
measurements and simulations are necessary in order to 
understand the contribution of the remaining cosmogenic 
flux [19-21].

In germanium, the production of neutron-induced iso
topes has been studied with ArnBe neutron sources [22] 
and neutron beams [23]. It has been shown that a num
ber of long-lived isotopes such as 57C-o, 54Mn, 68Ge, 65 Zn, 
and 60Co are produced [24-27], These isotopes, as well 
as others, are also generated when the germanium detec
tors are fabricated and transported at the surface. This 
is a well-known problem [25, 28], and special precau
tions were taken in the production of Majorana detec
tor crystals [29], including use of a database with detailed 
tracking of surface exposure [30]. Once underground, the 
flux of cosmic rays is significantly reduced, but not zero. 
For double-beta decay searches in 76Ge, the isotope 68Ge 
is often considered as one of the major background con
tributors [23, 31], It is created by spallation reactions 
on germanium by muons, or by fast neutrons energies of 
several tens of MeV. Its 271-day half-life renders it impos
sible to correlate the decay signal with the incident cos
mogenic shower that produced it. Its radioactive daugh
ter 68Ga, (Q-value 2.9 MeV) has a decay energy spectrum 
that spans over the region of interest (ROI) for Qvfifi in 
76Ge (2.039 MeV). A number of other isotopes are pro
duced in spallation reactions with muons, high-energy 
photons, or fast neutrons interacting with the nuclei. In 
addition to these, 77Ge can be produced via neutron cap
ture reactions, which primarily occur at lower neutron

FIG. 1. (Color online) Production rate of isotopes from in- 
situ cosmogonies and their products with natural detectors 
(top) and enriched (87% ,6Ce) detectors (bottom). The col
ored scale represents isotopes with the potential to contribute 
background for 0/3/3 while the grey-scale isotopes do not con
tribute to the region of interest (ROI). The germanium iso
topes with odd neutron number analyzed in this paper are 
outlined in cyan.

energies. Figure 1 shows the production rate of isotopes 
created inside the germanium crystals during simulations 
of cosmogenic muons interacting with the Demonstra
tor, and the close-by rock. As shown and discussed later 
in detail, the isotopic composition of the germanium de
tectors will affect the rate of production of the isotopes.

In this paper, we report on the production rate of 
meta-stable states in the isotopes 71mGe, 73mGe, 75mGe, 
and 77m777Ge and compare to predictions from simu
lations. Given the ultra-low radioactive background of 
the Demonstrator, we can use specific signatures to 
identify these isomeric decays. Therefore, we analyze 
the pulse-shape of the signal waveform which occur af
ter incoming muons. Similar experiments used the time 
between initial muon interaction and a subsequent de
cay, such as Borexino [32, 33], KamLAND [8], Super- 
Kamiokande [34, 35], and SNO+ [36, 37]. Incoming muon 
and their showers interact with these large experiments, 
and in-situ activation can be an important background. 
In current generation experiment, the background from 
cosmogenics and neutron-induced isotopes is not signifi
cant. However, its significance increases with the size and 
decreasing background goals of future generation efforts. 
In the following, we will describe the isotope signatures 
used as well as the search in the Demonstrator data.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Cross-sectional drawing of Majorana 
Demonstrator including besides the detector cryostats also 
cryogenic systems, vacuum hardware, and shielding layers. 
Copper shielding is shown in brown, lead bricks in dark gray 
and the poly shield in purple. Not all muon veto panels are 
shown for better visibility.

This section is followed by a comparison to rates from 
simulations using Geant4 and FLUKA. We conclude by 
discussing the estimated impact on the tonne-scale effort, 
the Large Enriched Germanium Experiment for Neutri
noless double-beta Decay (LEGEND) [38].

II. SEARCH FOR IN-SITU ACTIVATION 
SIGNATURES IN THE MAJORANA 

DEMONSTRATOR

A. The Majorana Demonstrator

The Majorana Demonstrator contained fifty-eight 
p-type point contact (PPG) germanium detectors in
stalled in two independent cryostats, totalling 44.1 kg of 
high-purity germanium detectors. Of these, 29.7 kg are 
enriched up to 87% in 76Ge [15, 29], see Table I. Each ger
manium crystal was assembled into a detector unit and 
stacked in strings of three, four, or five units. Each cryo
stat contained 7 strings. The mass, diameter, and height 
of each crystal ranged from 0.5 to 1 kg, 6 to 8 cm, and 3 to 
6.5 cm, respectively. There were several shielding layers 
around the cryostats. From outside to inside these were: 
a 12-inch thick polyethylene wall, a muon veto made of 
plastic scintillator, a radon exclusion box purged with liq
uid nitrogen boil-off, an 18-inch thick lead shield, and an 
innermost a 4-inch thick copper shield, see Fig. 2. The in
nermost cryostats and the inner structural material were 
made of ultra-pure, underground electroformed copper 
which contains extremely low levels of radioactivity from 
thorium and uranium [39].

Data sets used in this analysis were acquired over the 
course of almost 4 years, from 2015 until 2019 — the

same data used in Ref. [16], with a similar blinded anal
ysis scheme. All analysis routines are fixed and reviewed 
on open data, before being applied to the full data set 
after unblinding. The total exposure for this analysis is 
9.4 dh 0.2 kg yr and 26.0 db 0.5 kgyr for the natural and 
enriched detectors, respectively [16]. The signals from 
each detector are split into two different amplification 
channels. The high-gain channels reach from a keV-scale 
threshold up to about 3 MeV and allow an excellent pulse 
shape analysis for low-energy physics searches as well as 
double-beta decay analysis. The low-gain data spans up 
to 10-11 MeV before saturating, allowing for searches and 
analyses of high-energy backgrounds. The decay pattern 
presented here are in the energy range of tens of keV 
up to MeV. Detector signals include waveforms with du
ration 20 /is followed by a dead time of 62 /is. Some 
portion of the data used multi-sampling of waveforms 
which extended length allowed better pulse-shape anal
ysis in the 0vf3f3 analysis, see Ref. [16], with a duration 
of 38.2/is and a dead time of 100 /is. The rising edge 
is located at a timestamp of ^10 /is from the beginning 
of the waveform. Given a distinctive waveform struc
ture and short time-delayed coincidence, the searches for 
73mGe and 77Ge are almost background-free. By taking 
advantage of the low count-rate and excellent energy res
olution of the Demonstrator, the production rate of 
71mGe, 75mGe and 77mGe can also be determined.

B. Search for 73mGe

One can consider both of the first two excited states 
in 73 Ge to be isomers since their half-lives are longer 
than usual for nuclear states. The second excited state 
has a half-life 7\/2 of about 0.5 seconds and is named 
73mGe within this work. Most ^-decays from neighbor
ing isotopes populate this state as shown in Fig. 3. In 
addition, de-excitations from higher excited states within 
73Ge can feed this state, due to inelastic scattering of 
neutrons, photons, or other particles. The half-life of 
73mGe is long enough to apply a time-delayed coincidence 
method [40, 41]. After an energy deposition by an ini
tial decay or de-excitation (first event), a second event 
can be observed. The second event is the de-excitation 
of the meta-stable state at 66.7 keV. The analysis aims 
to identify two events in one detector within a short time 
window, with the second event possessing a specific en
ergy and structure. The individual detector count-rate 
is about 10-4 Hz over the entire energy spectrum. The 
probability for a second event in a 5-second long win
dow (lOxT^) is less than 0.05% for any two random 
events. After applying the energy requirement on the 
second event, the search becomes quasi background-free. 
The de-excitation of the 66.7-keV state can be identified 
uniquely since it is a two-step transition, as seen in Fig. 4. 
First, an energy of 53.4 keV is released when relaxing to 
the first excited state. It is followed by a 13.3-keV pulse 
that has a half-life of 2.95 /is. This is short enough to be
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Isotope Natural detector
%

Enriched detector
%

vuGe 20.3 ± 0.2 0.004 ± 0.003
72Ge 27.3 ± 0.3 0.009 ± 0.004
73Ge 7.76 ± 0.08 0.028 ± 0.004
74Ge 36.7 ± 0.2 12.65 ± 0.14
7«Ge 7.83 ± 0.07 87.31 ± 0.14

TABLE I. Isotope composition of the Majorana Demonstrator’s detectors

4.86 h -
3Ga

/3- decay

3/2-

0.5 s -

2.9 ps

3Ge

3/2-
73Ag

U I 1/2:
I
I
I

66.7 keV

electron
capture

f 3.3 AeV
| 9/2+

time (ns)

FIG. 3. The decay scheme of ,3Ga, ,3mGe, and ' 3As to ' 3Ge 
[42, 43].

FIG. 4. Top: Two-step waveform (second event); Bottom: 
The first derivative (current) of the waveform. A clear two- 
step pattern can be observed due to the 53keV and 13keV 
transitions in sequence.

observed within a single waveform and has a distinctive 
pattern.

The data is first scanned with a simple energy accep
tance window using the Majorana standard energy cal
ibration [16]. When the two transitions (53 and 13keV) 
are well separated in time, the energy of the event is 
flagged in the data as the energy of the first transition 
around 53 keV. If the two transitions are very close in 
time and look like a single waveform, the energy ap
pears as the sum of the two steps. Potential background 
like in-detector Compton scattering would also show such 
very short step structure, and are suppressed by the later 
requirements. Including the energy resolution of about 
0.5 keV at these energies, this first algorithm creates a 
selection of candidates between 48 and 72keV with neg
ligible efficiency loss. For each of these second event can
didates, the preceding five seconds of data is scanned 
for a possible first event. All events above the general 
analysis threshold of 5 keV is accepted, and only clearly 
identified noise bursts [44] are rejected. Only delayed 
coincidence combinations that fulfill these basic condi
tions are fed into the detailed analysis searching for the 
two-step pattern, since this part of the analysis is com
putationally intense.

For the 73mGe decay search, a special pulse shape 
analysis is applied to identify the short-time delayed-

coincidence waveforms. As shown in Fig. 4, a clear two- 
peak pattern in the first derivative of the waveform can 
be found. The amplitude ratio of the two peaks is roughly 
equivalent to the energy ratio of the two transitions 
(53/13%4). The delay between the two peaks is compara
ble to the lifetime of the first excited stated 3ps). Noise 
and slow waveforms [45] are rejected by requiring narrow 
peaks. To estimate the background of the analysis, we re
moved the need for a first event, and repeated the anal
ysis. Over the whole data set, three pile-up events were 
found within the same energy window and the correct 
ratio between the two signals but outside the delayed- 
coincidence time window. These can be interpreted as 
random coincidences with a rate of 0.18 cts/kg/yr. When 
combining this rate with the overall detector of 10~4 Hz, 
we assume this background negligible for the further 
analysis. Since two-step waveforms of the appropriate 
energy and peak ratios are rare, the analysis efficiencies 
were estimated using simulated waveforms generated in 
germanium crystals by mj.siggen [46]. A two-step wave
form can be formed by combining one 53-keV waveform 
and one 13-keV waveform with a short-time delay deter
mined in accordance with the half-life 3 ps. The accep
tance windows of the simulation analysis parameters were 
set conservatively in a ±3a range. The uncertainty of 
the analysis cuts was estimated with two-step waveforms
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time underground (months)

illustrates the high sensitivity of the 73171 Ge tagging pro
cess. The remaining events are used to determine the 
isotope production rate. The statistical uncertainty for 
a f-cr confidence level is determined using the Feldman- 
C-ousins approach [48]. The systematic effects due to the 
analysis procedure are on the order of 14%. These un
certainties include effects like dead-time windows after a 
trigger, as well as periods in which a selection of events 
was not possible, e.g. when transitioning to a calibra
tion. The final isotope production rate is 0.38tg^g and 
O.OStgggo cts/(kgyr) for the natural and enriched detec
tors, respectively. A comparison with simulation is shown 
in Table IV.

C. Search for "Ge

FIG. 5. (color online) The distribution of ,3mGe candidate 
events as a function of the time spent underground. Events 
that are considered of ,3As origin due to their llkeV x-ray 
signature are shown in red, together with a fitted decay curve 
using an 80.3-day half-life (blue band). Based on the three 
arsenic events, this curve shows the scale of the ,3As back
ground within ,3mGe search over time. All other events are 
shown in black. The grey area indicates the time before data 
taking.

generated by combining 53keV waveforms and 13keV 
waveforms from calibration data [47]. Negligible differ
ences between simulated waveforms and combined cali
bration waveforms were found. These differences can be 
attributed to the additional baseline noise of the second 
waveform, as well as the existence of a small population 
of slow waveforms in the calibration data. While the ini
tial energy acceptance and time search has only minimal 
efficiency loss, the waveform analysis is not 100% effi
cient because of the length of the recorded waveform and 
the efficiency to distinguish the two-step pattern. The 
final combined efficiency of the analysis chain etot = is 
79 ± 14% for normal sampling and 88 ± 14% for data sets 
taken with multi-sampling.

Table II shows the list of 73171 Ge candidates identified. 
Three of the candidates show a first event with energy 
around llkeV. These events are likely due to a 73As 
electron capture decay (1\/2 = 80.3 days), cf. Fig. 3. 
The isotope 73 As can be cosmogenically generated on 
the surface before detectors arrive underground. The 
cool-down time between the day detectors arrive at the 
4850-foot level and start of data taking differs from de
tector to detector, from about a year to several years. All 
arsenic-type events occurred in the last batch of detectors 
brought underground, see Fig. 5. Detectors which were 
brought underground earlier have no such signature ob
served, supporting this assumption. Simulations predict 
that only a negligible amount of 73 As was produced in- 
situ. Therefore, we excluded these three events from our 
cosmogenic analysis. The identification of these events

The isotope 77 Ge is produced by neutron capture on 
76Ge. After the capture, the excited nucleus decays ei
ther to the ground state of 77 Ge or to the meta-stable 
state at 159keV (77171 Ge). The neutron capture cross- 
section for each has been measured [49]. Both states 
can decay to 77As with distinct half-lives and gamma 
emissions, cf. Fig. 6. The 77171 Ge decay can release up 
to 2.86 MeV in energy. In more than half of the de
cays the final state of the /3-decay is the ground state 
of 77As. In these cases, the single /3 particle can produce 
a point-like energy deposition similar to that of neutri
noless double-beta decay. Its relatively short half-life of 
only 52.9 seconds allows for the introduction of a time- 
delayed coincidence cut as suggested by Ref. [20]. The 
decay of 77Ge also spans over the Oz//3/3 ROT However, 
the populated higher-energetic states of 77 As will decay 
via gamma emission. This additional photon allows a 
background-suppression by analysis cuts such as multi
site event discrimination [44], multi-detector signatures, 
or an argon veto anti-coincidence [20]. For this study, we 
can use the 475 keV state of 77As and its half-life of 114 
ps to identify the creation of 77Ge. Similar to the search 
for 73171 Ge, the time-delayed coincidence method is used. 
A first event from the /3-decay of 77Ge is followed by 
a second event with a well-defined energy of 475 keV. 
Also included in the analysis is the search for the branch 
that includes a 211 or 264 keV transition, as shown in 
Fig. 6. Since the half-life of the meta-stable state in 77 As 
is shorter than in the 73 Ge case, the de-excitation to the 
ground state has a significant chance to occur in the dead 
time period of the previous first decay event. Therefore, 
the detection efficiency compared to the 73171 Ge search is 
reduced to 69% (54%) for normal (multi-sampled) wave
forms. Full energy detection efficiency of about 54% for 
these 7 rays was estimated with the MaGe simulation 
code [50]. The total efficiency includes branching effects 
in the decay scheme and is calculated to be 31% (25%) 
for normal (multi-sampled) waveforms. Due to the ex
tremely low total event rate in each detector of about 
10~4Hz, the number of expected background events is on 
the order of 10~7 for the whole data set. No candidate
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Event Energy of the first event 
(keV)

ATi
(s)

AT;
W

AT,
(s)

Ratio
E1/E0

Enriched
detector

Time underground
(Dateuc : DateEvent : ATug (months))

1 2864.3 0.5 1.2 168.2 4.1 No 11/2010: 09/2015 : 59
2 325.8

738.7
0.1 0.8 5930.2 4.0 No 11/2010: 09/2015 : 59

3 157.1
308.0

7.8

0.3 2.7 0.3 4.0 No 11/2010: 09/2016 : 71

4* 10.9 0.2 2.6 2128.9 4.1 Yes 06/2015 : 10/2016 : 16
5* 11.2 0.6 6.2 2314.3 3.9 Yes 08/2015 : 11/2016 : 15
6* 11.0 2.5 3.8 462.3 4.2 Yes 07/2015 : 03/2017: 20
7 883.6 1.0 1.1 1029.7 3.7 Yes 01/2013: 03/2018: 63

TABLE II. The candidates of '3m Ge decays that pass all analysis steps. Two or more energies for the first events indicate 
events for which more than one detector was triggered, as could be the case when a neutron scatters. The energy of the second 
event is not listed, since it is restricted as described in the text. ATi is the time difference between the first and second events. 
AT2 is the time difference of the two steps in the second event waveform. The time relative to the last muon identified by 
the muon veto is given as AT),. The ratio E\/En indicates the amplitude ratio of the two peaks in the first derivative of the 
short time-delayed coincidence waveform of the second event. “Enriched Detector” indicates whether or not the event occurred 
in an enriched detector. Events marked with * are considered background from surface activation due to their energy and 
distribution. The last column represents the date that the detector went underground (Da.teuc), the month the event occurred 
in the data stream (DateEvent), and the time spent underground (ATug).

1/2-
nGe

7Ge
7/2+

CL = 2702.0 keV

■ 53.7 s

11.3 h

3/2-

114 ns

77As

FIG. 6. The decay scheme of ' 'Ge and “mGe (red) to 
''As [42, 43].

event was found in the current search. The Feldman- 
C-ousins method was used to estimate the uncertainty 
with the assumption of zero background. Since no events 
were found, an upper limit on the event rate can be set 
to less than 0.7 and 0.3 cts/(kgyr) for the natural and 
enriched detectors, respectively.

D. Search for 71mGe, 7BmGe, and 77mGe

For many germanium isotopes with odd neutron num
ber, low-lying isomeric states exist. The half-lives of

these states range from a few ms for 71mGe to almost a 
minute for 77mGe. When muons and their showers pass 
through the Demonstrator, they can cause knock-out 
reactions on the stable germanium isotopes. These re
actions, dominated by neutrons or photons, create ex
cited odd-numbered germanium isotopes, which popu
late these isomeric states when relaxing. When decaying, 
each isomer has a characteristic energy release of a few 
hundred keV. This delayed energy release, in combina
tion with the Demonstrator’s low count rate, enables 
a search for signatures from these isotopes. A first event 
is identified as a muon using the scintillator-based muon 
veto system as described in Ref. [18]. Second events are 
searched for after the timestamp of the muon event in 
the germanium data stream. These second events have 
a characteristic transition energy from the isomeric state 
to the ground state, see Table III. The energy windows 
of the event selection are ±5 keV around the expected 
energy and the time windows are five to ten times the 
corresponding isomer half-lives after the incident muon. 
The uncertainty of the veto-germanium timing is known 
to be negligible relative to the time considered. Efficiency 
values to detect signatures based on MaGe for each of 
the corresponding signatures are given in Table III. To 
estimate the rate of random background for each signa
ture, we considered the overall signal rate and the muon 
flux. In a germanium detector, the overall signal rate is 
about 0.05-0.2 events per day per detector in a lOkeV 
wide window for the energies of interest [15]. The muon 
flux at the 4850-ft level [18] is measured to be about 6 
muons per day passing through the experimental appa
ratus. The overlap of both distributions can be used to 
estimate the background rate at the expected transition 
energy and time window (see Table III). While the time 
windows of 75mGe and 77mGe are about 5 times longer
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The red dotted curve shows the inte
grated number of events above the analysis energy threshold 
between a time t and the previous muon at time in the 
DEMONSTRATOR data. The black dashed line represents the 
expected number of events calculated assuming that the rates 
for the muon system and germanium array would be com
pletely independent. For long times, the trend corresponds to 
a random coincidence; however, for short time windows a de
viation from the independent random triggering can be found 
which illustrates that there is a clear correlated contribution 
by muons in both systems.

than their half-lives, the time window of 71mGe is chosen 
to be 10 times the half-life. This was done to decrease 
the effect of statistical fluctuations that can be present 
in short time windows when estimating the background. 
The number of events based on these two rates as a func
tion of time between muon and germanium events was 
calculated to verify this estimate. Figure 7 shows the 
time of events in the Demonstrator’s germanium de
tectors relative to the time of the last muon compared 
to how the distribution would look like if the veto and 
germanium system would be not correlated. The num
ber of events fits very well to the expected coincidental 
rate when the previous muon was more than one second 
before the germanium event. Additional events within 
one second of a muon are found and indicate a clear con
tribution from the muon-induced prompt backgrounds. 
Therefore, we give for rates that are consistent with up
per limits, and for the 71mGe-channel a rate over back
ground, see Table III. These rates, combined with the 
rate of expected 73171 Ge and 77 Ge events, are now used to 
discuss the quality of simulations.

III. SIMULATION OF COSMOGENIC 
BACKGROUND IN THE MAJORANA 

DEMONSTRATOR

MaGe [50] is a GEANT4-based [51] framework de
veloped by the Majorana and Gerda collaborations. 
The calculations were done with two different versions

of Geant, 4.9.6 and 4.10.5, with the same geometries 
to evaluate the consistency of the results. The first ver
sion coincided with the Demonstrator construction, 
while the latter was the version at the end of the data 
sets analyzed for this manuscript. This selection is arbi
trary and newer versions are published more than once 
a year. Given the time-intense simulations, we restricted 
ourselves to these two versions in order to illustrate how 
results can change within one package, as discussed in 
Ref. [52]. In each case the physics list QGSP_BIC-_HP 
was used for simulations. This list uses ENDF/B-VII.l 
data [53, 54] for nuclear reaction cross-sections and ex
trapolates into unmeasured energy regions or isotopes 
with TENDL [55], a TALYS based evaluation [56]. In 
addition to the MaGe based simulations, a simplified 
geometry was translated to FLUKA [57], version 2011 
2x.6. Similar simulations were performed and the pre
dicted isotope production rates were then compared to 
the Geant4 output.

The muon flux at the Davis campus has been simu
lated [18] and was in good agreement with the measured 
values when the same distribution was used as the in
put. To study the results from each of the simulation 
packages, muons were generated inside a rock barrier 
surrounding the experimental cavity to allow the forma
tion of showers. About four meters of rock are needed 
to fully develop all shower components [58]. Ten mil
lion muons were started as primaries on a surface above 
the Demonstrator, equivalent to almost 200 years of 
measurement time. Two different geometries were used 
in the simulation. The first geometry is the early ex
perimental configuration, representing about a year of 
Demonstrator data where only half of the poly-shield 
was installed. In the second geometry, all of the 12-inch 
thick poly-shield was installed for the final configuration 
of the Demonstrator. Each simulated data set was 
weighted according to the exposure for each configura
tion, as given in Ref. [16], and each data set reflects sub
sets of active and inactive detectors, respectively.

1. Isotope production rates

In order to understand which isotopes are produced, 
the rate of each isotope created by muon interactions in 
the Demonstrator is calculated from the simulation. 
As shown in Fig. 1 the difference in isotopic mixtures 
creates a wide variety of isotopes. Isotopes that are cre
ated in spallation reactions can create daughter isotopes 
during the subsequent /3-decays and electron captures. 
A natural isotope mixture in germanium tends to pro
duce lighter isotopes than the enriched mixture. In the 
Demonstrator’s enriched material, fewer isotopes with 
neutron numbers less than 42 can be found because spal
lation reactions have to knock out additional nucleons to 
produce these. The rates for these higher energy spal
lation reactions are suppressed because of the decreased 
flux of higher energy projectiles, as well as smaller reac-
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Isotope Transition energy Half-life Detection efficiency Background estimate Events found Rate (UL)
nat/enr nat/enr nat/enr

(keV) (%) (cts) (cts) (cts/(kg yr))
'^Ge 198.4 20.4 ms 67(5) 0.13(1) / 0.29(3) 4/6 0.6(4) / 0.3(2)
vbmGe 139.7 47.7 8 91(5) 99(14) / 189(20) 104 / 213 <1.9(1) / <1.7(1)
'""Ge 159.7 53.7 s 15(1) 82(13) / 194(21) 81 / 194 <6.4(4) / <5.8(3)

TABLE III. Overview on the signatures of isomeric transition in odd germanium isotopes. The efficiency to detect these events 
includes the reduction due to branching in the decay. If the number of events is consistent with the background, upper limit 
calculations with lu C.L. are given. The uncertainties for the individual rates are estimated in Table IV. The efficiency of 
' ‘m Ge is reduced due to its high /3-decay branching.

tion cross-sections.
A comparison of the three simulations with the experi

mental data can be found in Table IV. When neutron cap
ture occurs on 76Ge, Geant4 populates the ground state 
77Ge exclusively. Using the cross-sections in Ref. [49], an 
expected production rate of 77mGe was calculated based 
on the rate of ground-state production, and the meta- 
stable isotopes were then added to the simulation man
ually, a method similar to Ref. [20]. For spallation re
actions, isomeric states are created, so no correction was 
necessary. While the overall agreement is good, none of 
the simulation packages is able to reproduce all the ex
perimental rates, as seen in Fig. 8. Averaging the ratios 
between simulations and experiment for all isotopes con
sidered, the simulations tend to overestimate production 
rates. However, this average is driven by the 73Ge ra
tio. Since the experimental rates have large statistical 
uncertainties, this trend might balance out.

2. Distribution in time and energy

As shown in Fig. 9, the energy distribution of events 
that are in coincidence with the muon veto is consistent 
in data and simulation. For Qvfifi analysis, the number 
of background events in the ROI is reduced when ap
plying the veto. The remaining events contribute about 
3xl(V4 cts/(keV kg yr) to the background around the 
Q-value in the enriched detectors. Table V summarizes 
the simulated event rates of the isotopes which can de
cay and contribute to the ROI. For this summary, we 
considered events with energy deposits in the 400-keV 
wide window around the Q-value at 2.039 MeV [15] that 
occur one second or later after the incident muon. Fig
ure 10 shows that the majority of muon-induced events 
which contribute to the 0t/j3j3 ROI occur within this time. 
However, /3-decaying isotopes, especially in decay chains 
involving multiple isotopes, can contribute at later times. 
Some events will contribute as background even after ex
tended muon cuts like the one suggested by Ref. [20]. 
A comparison of experimental data in the ROI without 
any further analysis cuts indicates that simulation and 
experiment agree well for short time frames, as seen in 
Fig. 10. For longer times, when the correlation with the 
incident muon is not available, cosmogenic backgrounds 
in the ROI are subdominant. However, future experi

natural detectors
♦ GEANT 4.9.6 GEANT 4.10.5 ♦ FLUKA

i

enriched detectors 
i GEANT 4.10.5 # FLUKA♦ GEANT 4.9.1

Isotope

FIG. 8. (Color online) Comparison of each simulated rate rel
ative to the experimental rate as given in Table IV for natural 
Ge (top) and the MAJORANA enriched Ge (bottom). A ratio 
of one would indicate that the simulation is in good agreement 
with the experimental findings. If no counts were observed, 
the expected upper limit was used as the experimental rate. 
The grey shaded areas show the uncertainties based on the 
experimental rate; the error bars on the data points represent 
the uncertainties in the simulations.

ments plan to lower background from construction ma
terial. This effectively reduces the dominant background 
sources while increasing the importance of the cosmo
genic background. At the same time the experiment will 
be larger in size which allows the individual muons to in
teract with more germanium targets, so the importance 
of cosmogenic backgrounds will increase.
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Isotope Dominant production 
mechanism

Candidates Experimental rate
(cts/(kg yr))

Geant 4.9.6

Simulated rate
(cts/(kg yr))
Geant 4.10.5 FLUKA

natural detectors

71mGe 70Ge(n, 7) 4-1.7 0.6-0.2 0.59 ± 0.33 0.32 ± 0.10 0.32 ± 0.08

73mGe 73Ge(n,n0), 74Ge(n,2n) 3-1.5 0.38-0.14 0.65 ± 0.25 0.63 ± 0.16 0.66 ± 0.16

75mGe 74Ge(n, 7) 0-06 0-0'9 0.43 ± 0.33 0.11 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.05

77 Ge 76Ge(n, 7) 0-0.0 0-0.0 0.10 ± 0.04 0.015 ± 0.005 0.026 ± 0.011

77mGe 76Ge(n, 7) 0-0 0-0.0 0.10 ± 0.04 0.015 ± 0.005 0.018 ± 0.009

enriched detectors

71mGe 76Ge(n, 6n) 6-2.2 0.3-0.1 0.005 ± 0.003 0-g.°01 0-%.001

73mGe 74Ge(n, 2n), 76Ge(n, 4n) 1-0.5 0.05-0.020 0.38 ± 0.21 0.71 ± 0.17 0.70 ± 0.17

75mGe 76Ge(n, 2n) 0-O8 0-0.0 0.56 ± 0.20 0.96 ± 0.2 0.31 ± 0.08

77 Ge 76Ge(n, 7) 0-0.0 0-0.0 0.39 ± 0.21 0.021 ± 0.005 0.036 ± 0.012

77mGe 76Ge(n, 7) 0-03 0-0.0 0.39 ± 0.21 0.021 ± 0.005 0.016 ± 0.007

TABLE IV. Comparison of the detection rate from experiment, based on found candidate events in DEMONSTRATOR data, 
and the simulation detection rate for different packages. The uncertainty for simulated values is given by the statistical error 
(68%C.L.) of the simulation plus a 20% uncertainty for the incoming muon flux as discussed in Ref. [18].

3. Uncertainty Discussion

Other sources of background from natural radioactiv
ity are neutrons produced by fission and (a,n) processes 
in the rock. Reference [59] estimated the integrated num
ber of neutrons from these sources to be about a fac
tor of 30 higher than those accompanying muons at the 
Davis Cavern at SURF. These neutrons have, as shown 
in Fig. 12, an energy distribution that reaches up into 
the MeV-range. Hence, their energies are too small to 
contribute to spallation processes which create the ma
jority of the isotopes in Table V. However, neutron cap
ture reactions are possible. As discussed in the introduc
tion, low-background experiments like the Demonstra
tor consist of multiple shielding layers. Measurements 
and simulations [60, 61] indicate that the wall neutron 
flux is reduced by at least three orders of magnitude due 
to the combined 12-inch thick polyethylene layer and the 
18-inch thick lead shield. Therefore, we expect a dom
inant production of slow neutrons by muons. This as
sumption is supported by the fact that we found no indi
cation of prominent capture 7 rays from the copper which

surrounds the detector. As stated, simulations have to 
cover a wide range of reaction cross-sections for various 
energies and isotopes. The simulations can be split into 
three major sections: 1) cosmogenic muons, with energies 
from a few GeV up to the TeV range and the creation 
of showers, 2) transport and interactions of a variety of 
particles in the accompanying shower, and 3) the decay 
of newly created radioactive isotopes. Several inputs can 
contribute to the total uncertainties of such a complex 
simulation framework. The uncertainty on the incoming 
muon rate is about 20% [18] while the uncertainties on 
exposure are only about 2% [16]. For this work, no fur
ther data cleaning cuts are applied in order to reduce the 
number of additional uncertainties. As shown in Fig. 8, 
the same geometry and input muon distributions will re
sult in different rates in different reaction codes. Here, a 
large uncertainty comes from the physics models hidden 
in the simulation packages. Neutron physics often plays 
a special role since charged particles or photons can be 
shielded effectively with lead or other high-Z materials. 
As Table IV shows, a large change has been observed be
tween Geant versions. One contributing factor is the 
use of the evaluated data tables in the newer version,
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Isotope
Gean

natural detectors 
(10-5cts/(keV kg yr))

T4.9.6
enriched detectors 

(10-5cts/(keV kg yr))

Geant

natural detectors 
(10-5cts/(keV kg yr))

4.10.5
enriched detectors 

(10-5cts/(keV kg yr))

58Co 0.02 < 0.01 <0.001 0.003
60Co 0.09 0.01 0.09 0.04

61Cu 0.02 < 0.01 0.02 0.02
62Cu 0.17 0.08 0.03 0.03
66Cu 0.22 0.16 0.01 <0.013

63 Zn 0.19 < 0.01 <0.001 <0.001
71 Zn 0.20 0.02 <0.001 <0.001
73 Zn 0.04 0.15 <0.001 0.003

66Ga 0.75 0.20 <0.001 <0.001
68Ga 4.94 0.27 0.28 0.25
72Ga 0.28 1.07 0.58 0.65
74Ga 0.03 0.11 0.23 0.36
75Ga 2.19 1.18 0.42 0.43
76Ga 0.05 0.19 0.01 0.02

66Ge 0.03 0.01 <0.001 <0.001
67Ge 0.60 0.15 <0.001 0.07
69Ge 3.29 0.03 <0.001 <0.001

77/77mGe 255 956 29.1 30.3
sum 268 959 31 32

TABLE V. Event rates produced by the cosmogenic isotopes for events within the 400 keV wide window around the Q-value [15] 
and occurring more than one second after the incident muon. No additional cuts on pulse shape are applied, see Fig. 9. One 
can assume a 100% systematic uncertainty in the simulations, as discussed.

which aims to improve the predictive power of the sim
ulation package [52]. The predicted number of events in 
the newer version of Geant is also consistent with the 
FLUKA physics, which supports these changes. Various 
simulation packages use slightly different neutron physics 
models. Databases for neutron cross-sections are often 
incomplete, or only exist for energies and materials rele
vant to reactors. This problem was noted previously and 
comparisons between packages have been done to study 
neutron propagation or muon-induced neutron produc
tion [62, 63]. The influence of the isotope mixture and 
its uncertainty on the final results was investigated as 
well. Given the intense CPU-time needed for the as-built 
Demonstrator simulation, a simplified calculation was 
done to estimate the dominant reaction channels. From 
MaGe, the flux of neutrons and 7 rays inside the inner
most cavity was tabulated and folded with the isotopic 
abundance as given in Table I as well as the reaction 
cross section calculated by TALYS [55, 56]. As shown in 
Fig. 11, neutrons are the dominating projectiles to create 
the meta-stable isomers used in this study. For a natu
ral isotope composition neutron capture reactions dom
inate the production over knockout reactions like (7, n) 
or (n, 2n). Since the natural isotope composition is well 
understood only minor uncertainties are introduced. For 
enriched detectors, knockout reactions as listed in Ta
ble IV dominate the production mechanisms. Hence, the

lighter germanium isotopes and their large relative un
certainties only contribute on a negligible scale.

In the current-generation experiments, the cosmo- 
genic backgrounds are only a small background contri
bution since the total background is on the order of 
4.7x 10-3 cts/(keV kg yr) for Majorana Demonstra
tor [16], and 5.6x10-4 cts/(keV kg yr) for Gerda [64, 
65]. Due to the different shielding approach, the Gerda 
background contribution by cosmogenics can not be com
pared directly to the Majorana Demonstrator. This 
will be discussed in the next section. However, in order 
to improve the background rate for next generation ex
periments, a detailed understanding of the cosmogenic 
backgrounds becomes necessary [38].

IV. OUTLOOK TO A GE-BASED 
TONNE-SCALE 0^%d EFFORT

The results in Fig. 9 suggest that simulations are ca
pable of qualitatively describing the cosmogenic contri
bution to the background budget. However, as shown 
in Fig. 8, uncertainties can become a problem and even 
more prominent when discussing the background of a 
tonne-scale QvPf3 experiment, such as the LEGEND ex
periment [38]. The sensitivities for next-generation ef
forts are strongly dependent on the background level [38,
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natural detectors
------ tfi < Is, Simulation
------tp > Is, Simulation

• tv < Is, MJD

2000 4000 6000 8000
E (keV)

enriched detectors
------  < Is, Simulation
------> Is, Simulation

• < Is, MJD

2000 4000 6000 8000
E (keV)

FIG. 9. (Color online) Comparison of the DEMONSTRA
TOR data with simulations for natural (top) and enriched 
detectors (bottom) in lOOkeV binning. The red points repre
sent Demonstrator data in a one-second coincidence with 
the muon veto. The simulation by MaGe for the contribution 
of muon-induced events in the same time window is shown as 
well (black solid line). The simulated energy distribution for 
events that occur after one second in a single detector (black 
dashed) is mostly due to activation. No pulse shape cuts are 
applied for these distributions.

66]. If the background is “zero”, the sensitivity scales 
linearly with the exposure; otherwise, the sensitivity 
only scales as the square root of the exposure. For 
LEGEND-1000, the goal is to reduce the background to 
10~5 cts/(keV kg yr). Hence, the integrated rates in Ta
ble V would be too high for the background in the fu
ture experiment. As shown in Fig. 10, one can increase 
the veto time after each muon in order reduce the back
ground, but this technique is limited and increases the 
amount of detector dead time, especially for underground 
laboratories with less rock overburden and consequently 
higher muon flux. The design and the location of the 
tonne-scale experiment directly impact the background 
budget with respect to cosmogenic contributions. One 
major feature of the next-generation design is the us
age of low-Z shielding material, such as the liquid argon 
shield in Gerda. In addition to its active veto capa
bility, argon as a shielding material directly affects the 
secondary neutron production close by the germanium 
crystals. Figure 12 shows that the neutron flux at the 
4850 ft level in simulations can change as the shielding 
configuration changes. The total neutron flux entering

time after p (s)

FIG. 10. (Color online) Time distribution of the events in the 
simulation between 1.5 and 2.5 MeV for the enriched detectors 
(black dashed). The red dots represent data in the same win
dow from Majorana Demonstrator without any analysis 
cuts as shown in Ref. [16]. The dark gray area shows events 
that occur within one second after an incident muon, which 
are removed by the current muon veto in the DEMONSTRA
TOR. The light gray area indicates the veto cut suggested in 
Ref. [20] for a future large-scale germanium experiment.

the cavity from the current simulation is estimated to 
be (0.78 ±0.16) x 10~9 ncnr2 s_1 which is in reasonable 
agreement with previous predictions by Mei-Hime [67] 
(0.46 ± 0.10) x 10~9 ncnr2 s-1, and an estimate by the 
LUX collaboration [59] (0.54 ±0.01) x 10-9 ncm-2 s_1. 
The installation of the 30-crn thick poly-shield suppresses 
the low-energy portion of the neutron flux while the high- 
energy portion of the neutron flux is mostly unaffected. 
This is because most of the fast secondary neutron flux 
is produced inside the lead shielding. To understand the 
effect of a low-Z shielding material, the 18-inch thick lead 
shield in the Demonstrator simulations was replaced 
with a 4.4-meter thick liquid argon shield. This thick
ness results in the same suppression factor for 2.6 MeV 
7 rays. In the simulations, this liquid argon shield sup
presses the neutron flux inside the inner-most shielding. 
An instrumented liquid argon shield can further suppress 
delayed signatures, reducing the total cosmogenic con
tribution. As shown in Table V, 77 Ge, the main con
tribution to the ROI, is mostly created by low-energy 
neutron capture which would be suppressed by a liquid 
argon shield. Table VI shows the background estima
tion for a DEMONSTRATOR-scale experiment with differ
ent shield configurations. The 1-sec muon veto can sup
press the muon-induced background by roughly a factor 
of ten; however, the liquid argon shield can further re
duce the background. In a tonne-scale experiment with 
DEMONSTRATOR-style shielding at 4850-ft depth, the 
current cosmogenic background rate shown in Table V 
represents 200% of the background budget for LEGEND- 
1000. However, a low-Z shielding approach, as well as 
analysis cuts as given in Ref. [20] drop this number to
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Contribution of each natural occur
ring isotope to the creation of the metastable states. The 
study is performed for naturally (top) and enriched (bottom) 
isotope mixtures, as given in Table I. The two channels '' Ge 
and ' ""Ge are combined for this estimate since both are pro
duced by capture on ' 6Ce.

FIG. 12. (Color online) Neutron flux at the 4850 ft level 
for various shielding scenarios. The red dots and the grey 
area curve show the neutron flux entering the experimental 
cavity from cosmogonies and due to fission in the rock [59]. 
The increase in flux after the innermost shielding layer of the 
DEMONSTRATOR (black dashed) is due to the production of 
additional neutrons by muons in lead. Different shielding ap
proaches, e.g. no poly-shield (grey), or low-Z approach with 
liquid argon (blue) can affect the flux.

and the overall distribution in energy and time are in 
good agreement to measured distributions. However, 
differences between simulation packages lead to uncer
tainties that are not negligible. Given the complexity of 
the simulations, uncertainties of a factor of two or more 
should be considered. It has been shown that for a future 
Ge-based tonne-scale experiment, the design directly af
fects the production of isotopes and the background to 
the ROI. Low-Z shielding like liquid argon in combination 
with analysis cuts can have similar impact as a deeper 
laboratory when reducing the effect of cosmogenic radi
ation.
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Rate
10-5cts/(keV kg yr)
Natural Enriched

lead shield (no poly)
total 712 460

1 s muon veto 53 59
lead shield (with poly)

total 424 260
1 s muon veto 27 32
liquid Argon

total 12.6 7.9
1 s muon veto 0.9 1.8

delayed tag [20] 0.09 0.18

TABLE VI. Cosmogenic event rate in the 400-keV wide window at the Q-Value for lead and liquid argon shielding options 
at the 4850ft level of SURF, without additional pulse shape analysis. For lead shielding, the two cases in Fig. 12 are shown 
representing the two extremes during the DEMONSTRATOR construction: without the poly shield at the beginning and with the 
30-cm thick poly in the final configuration.
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